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ALLGEMEINE STAHL-, ANLAGEN- UND MASCHINENBAU GmbH

“Allgem. Stahl-, Anlagen- und Maschinenbau Ges.m.b.H.”, in short, ASTAM, currently employs 60 staff on

4000 m2 of production space.

Company profile

In addition to general mechanical and systems engineering, we primarily manufacture high-quality compo-

nents in the fields of warehouse, conveyor, rail vehicle, automation and power plant engineering, as well as

specialised mechanical engineering.

We are a registered component manufacturer using special-purpose steel, stainless steel and aluminium.

Thanks to our equipment configuration (26 m longitudinal welding machine, centrifugal system, CNC mil-

ling and turning machines) we are able to offer components, incl. their mechanical processing and preser-

vation, up to a max. gross weight of 20 t. 

Contact person: Ing. Franz Lessiak

Phone: ++43 (0) 4358 / 32 62- DW 33

Mobile: ++43(0)664/88 456 793

E-Mail: franz.lessiak@astam.at

Mechanical and systems engineering

ASTAM designs, manufactures and installs hall and portal crane systems and the associated structural steel

work. Economical crane rails. Crane upgrades, annual inspections and services are carried out according to

customer requirements.

Our services also include specialised crane design.

Contact person: Thomas Furian

Phone: ++43 (0) 4358 / 32 62- DW 17, Mobile: ++43(0)664/84 705 34

E-Mail: kran@astam.at

Crane systems

In addition to constant quality control, certification to EN ISO 9001:2000, welding approval to DIN 18800

T7 Par. 6.2 (major suitability certificate) and upgrade to DIN 15018, DIN  EN 15085-2  CL 1, ÖNORM

7812 GK1DIN, all ensure the quality of our work. This is supplemented by a state-of-the-art steel shot bla-

sting system and preservation in our plant.

Contact person: Ing. Franz Lessiak

Phone: ++43 (0) 4358 / 32 62- DW 33 

E-Mail: franz.lessiak@astam.at

Have we answered all of your questions?

If not, visit our homepage at http://www.astam.at


